When Construction Lenders Stop Funding

Borrowers’ remedies remain problematic despite ‘Destiny’ ruling.

BY JANICE MAC AVOY AND DAVID CHARLES POLLACK

IN THE AFTERMATH of the credit crisis, with banks under increasing pressure to reduce their balance sheet exposure, real estate developers continue to face the prospect of lender funding defaults.

As we noted in an earlier article, borrowers who rely upon construction loans to develop real property often are faced with significant obstacles when the lender stops funding and they seek a preliminary injunction to compel their construction lender to advance promised financing in order to keep the underlying development project on track.1

Since that time, a divided panel of the Appellate Division, Fourth Department, has become the first court in New York to uphold (in part) a lower court’s preliminary injunction for the payment of a construction loan. The decision, Destiny USA Holdings, LLC v. Citigroup Global Markets Realty Corp.,2 is a welcome precedent for real estate developers, because it compelled Citigroup to fund approximately $29 million in pending loan advances for the construction of a shopping center.

In a significant ruling, Destiny held that the general rule that injunctive relief is otherwise unavailable on a money contract was overcome where the funding default would have caused “irreparable injury” to an underlying real estate project.3

Nevertheless, uncertainties and pitfalls remain for the borrower. Proving irreparable injury to an underlying project can be difficult when alternative sources of financing may arguably be available to keep the project afloat despite the lending default. Also problematic can be the plaintiff’s obligation to post a substantial bond even before a preliminary injunction is ordered. Nevertheless, a carefully drafted loan agreement can help deal with both of these problems.

Irreparable Injury

To win a motion for a preliminary injunction, a plaintiff must show that it meets three requirements:

1. That it will likely prevail on the merits;
2. That there will be irreparable harm or injury to the plaintiff that cannot be compensated by a monetary damage award absent preliminary relief; and
3. That a balance of the equities tips in the plaintiff’s favor.4

Although the first and third requirements may not pose any unique considerations for the real estate borrower,5 the irreparable injury requirement has posed a difficult hurdle for borrowers seeking to compel their lender to fund.6

The failure to pay a specific amount of money is almost definitionally compensable by a monetary award in the same amount, on the theory that all money is fungible.7 Alternatively, the borrower could obtain alternative financing and be fully compensated by recovery of the additional borrowing costs in a damage award after trial.

Although prior cases had established analogies that could be used by real estate developers to compel funding of a construction loan, the Fourth Department’s decision in Destiny was a clear departure from the more traditional line of reasoning.

After finding that the borrower had met its burden of establishing that the lender had likely breached its obligation to fund the construction loan, the Destiny majority acknowledged that both preliminary injunctive relief and specific performance are usually unavailable on “a pure contract money action.”8

However, the court recognized, for the first time under New York law, that given exceptional circumstances, where the withholding of promised financing could cause a loss that was not possible to quantify or not curable by an after-the-fact damages payment, injunctive relief is permitted because it is the only way to make the plaintiff whole.9

The Destiny majority found that the funding default in that case met these exceptional circumstances for three reasons.

First, and most importantly for future construction loan cases, the court held that cases involving construction mortgages are an exception: a construction loan was akin to a contract to sell real property, the loss of which automatically constitutes irreparable harm because of the unique nature of land as an asset, which cannot be properly remedied by money damages.10

In a significant extension of prior law, the court held that injunctive relief is available to prevent a lender’s breach of a loan agreement that is “an integral part of a contract to sell [or develop] real property” if the failure to fund the loan would harm the underlying project to develop the property.11 Destiny’s holding on this point elided a distinction that has plagued real estate developers for decades. New York law had previously allowed specific performance only on loans related to the sale of real property, not its development.12 In Destiny, however, the more logical view prevailed: injunctive relief should be available, at least in principle, where it is the only way to protect a plaintiff’s interest in an asset like real property that cannot be replaced by money damages.

The second and third reasons the irreparable harm prong was satisfied in Destiny also related to the difficulty of quantifying an appropriate damages award, should the funding default bring the underlying project to a halt. The court held that the development project in issue there, which was a “visionary project” reflecting a unique mix of private and governmental funding, designed to be a model of energy efficiency, and otherwise beneficial to the public, was “unique...[in] nature and scope,” so that damages could not be calculated with any degree of reasonable precision.13

In addition, relying on an affidavit from the plaintiff, the Destiny majority found that, if the project were to collapse, the project and the developer itself could potentially suffer reputational harm, traditionally an injury for which damages are insufficient and for which injunctive relief has frequently been held to be appropriate.14
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Lack of Alternative Funding

However, the simple fact that a loan is tied to real estate or otherwise “unique” does not guarantee the availability of preliminary injunctive relief. A jilted borrower must also do everything reasonably within its power to avoid irrevocable harm to the underlying project, including securing a timely replacement loan, if possible, to save the project. Borrowers may collect damages for any difference in interest rate on the replacement loan, but they may not allow a project to fail and then ask the court to require the lender to pay all damages resulting from the lost project.

In Destiny, the majority and the dissent differed markedly on what showing is required in order to demonstrate the unavailability of alternative funding. For the dissent, the plaintiff had failed to establish the lack of other available funds because it did not submit evidence of even an attempt to secure a replacement loan, much less evidence of its diligent search for alternative financing.

For the majority, the plaintiff’s decision not to seek a replacement loan was not determinative. Citing cases from the Depression era, the majority took “judicial notice of the economic conditions that prevailed when Citigroup ceased making the loan advances” in May 2009, and deemed them sufficient to establish “a probability” that a replacement loan was unavailable.

Although Destiny benefitted from its unique status as an important upstate development project partially funded by public money, a typical plaintiff must carry a heavy burden in attempting to establish irreparable harm.

While the Destiny plaintiffs were able to carry this burden with an affidavit generally describing the frozen credit market during the credit crisis, a more specific affidavit describing actual steps taken to secure alternative sources of funding is a safer path.

An affidavit from the borrower’s mortgage broker or financial adviser would be important in establishing the necessary facts.

Posting an Undertaking

Even where a plaintiff can demonstrate irreparable harm and a lack of alternative funding, however, a preliminary injunction will not necessarily issue. CPLR 6312(b) is clear that a plaintiff must post an undertaking “prior to the granting of a preliminary injunction.”

While a lower court has discretion in setting the amount, it still must be “rationally related” to the damages recoverable by the defendant if the court’s grant of the preliminary injunction is later found to be improvident.

However, the bond requirement can create a Catch-22.

For borrowers that are truly in need of the funds their lenders are withholding, it can be impractical, if not impossible, to post the required undertaking. In the experience of the authors, cash-strapped borrowers sometimes choose to abandon the pursuit of a preliminary injunction at the last moment, simply because they are unwilling or unable to post a bond.

Although speculative damages cannot be considered in the setting of a bond, this outer boundary is often of little help to a plaintiff in a construction loan default case, where damages to the lender are typically straightforward. The amount the lender is compelled to pay pursuant to the preliminary injunction, plus interest on that amount, is presumably the damages that would be awarded to the lender if a court were to overturn the preliminary injunction.

In a large construction loan case, this can be quite a substantial sum, as it is what drove the borrower to seek a litigation remedy in the first place.

While a court is unlikely to set such a worst-case-scenario undertaking, a logical, and still quite substantial, bond could be set at the amount of the alleged deficiency, which is often the lender’s stated justification for refusing to fund a loan.

Overruling the lower court’s decision to hold a later hearing on the issue, the Destiny panel required the posting of a $15 million bond, approximately the amount by which Citigroup alleged the loan was out of balance.

Thus, unless a plaintiff is indigent or otherwise able to demonstrate extraordinary circumstances, a bond must still be posted. Despite the Destiny project’s unique circumstances—its partial public funding, its design to benefit the environment and the public—it was still required to post a significant bond.

In a significant ruling, ‘Destiny’ held that the general rule that injunctive relief is otherwise unavailable on a money contract was overcome where the funding default would have caused ‘irreparable injury’ to an underlying real estate project.

Drafting Considerations

Given the hurdles faced by a borrower seeking to compel a defaulting lender to fund, borrowers may attempt to avoid these pitfalls by contracting around the issue. Thus, a loan agreement can provide for specific performance for the borrower upon a lender default without the need to prove the inadequacy of damages.

The loan agreement could set forth the parties’ agreement that the lender’s breach of its obligations to provide a contracted for advance constitutes irreparable harm, per se, and that money damages would not be an adequate remedy for such a breach.

Depending upon the circumstances of the loan, such a provision could be a reasonable way to eliminate the asymmetry between the power of the lender and the borrower under a typical loan agreement, which provides that the borrower’s breach of any of the covenants is an “event of default” entitling the lender to declare the entire balance of the loan immediately due and payable.

Depending on the borrower’s negotiating leverage, the requirement to post a bond could be waived by the lender in the loan agreement as well.

Granted, despite recent signs that the credit crisis in commercial real estate has begun to ease, lenders continue to exercise significant bargaining power and it may not be feasible to obtain such concessions. In that case, borrowers faced with a lender default must meet the requirements set forth in Destiny to obtain injunctive relief.
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